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DAVID SPITZ

the Timken
edition of Lenin
A report-from an OSU professor of political
science-on the curious handling of
history by an Ohio manufacturer and by
that state's "Greatest Home Newspaper."
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T IS a commonplace that professors are
peculiar people. They think, among other
things, that truth is important; whereas most
practical men seem to go on the assumption that
belief and not truth is what counts.
The distinction is not a frivolous one; for belief, like patent medicines, can be manufactured,
attractively packaged, and sold. Truth, on the
other hand, has to be discovered rather than
made, and is generally hard to come by; when
found, it is often inconvenient or displeasing,
and in appearance sometimes uncouth. As a
result, it can almost always be expected to generate sales resistance.
These l ugu brio us reflections are occasioned by
a recent exchange of views-if one may call it
that-between this professor and some hardheaded and realistic men. If I seem in this account to have played a pathetically naive role,
it is in part because I have always been reluctant
to surrender the admittedly feeble hope that
even materialistically-minded men, when faced
with an obvious truth, would submit to it. Not,
of course, because they would believe that this or
any other truth might make them free; but because, as practical men, they would understand
that the revelation that they were marketing
something dubious might prove embarrassing
and destructive of their own purposes.
My little tale begins on February 22, 1960. On
that day the Timken Roller Bearing Companyan Ohio concern dedicated to the preservation

of what it fondly believes is the free enterprise
system-published a political advertisement in
the Columbus Dispatch. This is an influential
journal which labels itself "Ohio's Greatest
Home Newspaper" and wages daily war against
political sin and intellectual heresy. By these
the Dispatch means any doctrine or practice inconsistent with the views of Ohio's late President
Harding or former Senator Bricker, or, quadrennially, any sentiments differing from those of the
Republican Presidential candidate.
The Timken Company's advertisement, reproduced here, spread over more than half an eightcolumn page, featured the enigmatic countenance
of Lenin and, immediately below this, in large
type, the following legend: "We shall force the
United States to spend itself to destruction."
T o one who has been under a professional
obligation to read the writings of Lenin and
other professed Marxists, this quotation came
as something of a surprise. I had not been aware
that Lenin, in the midst of fomenting a revolution and establishing a Communist regime in
Russia, was at the same time engaged in seeking
to undermine the United States by devious
financial policies often associated-at least in the
editorials of the Columbus Dispatch-with the
spending policies of the Roosevelt and Truman
Administrations. However, I was prepared to
learn; so the next day I wrote to the Columbus
office of the Timken Company requesting the
volume and page citation where this quotation
could be found.
Almost by return mail, in a letter dated February 25, I received from the Superintendent of
Labor Relations of the Timken Company a
direct and unambiguous reply. After referring
to my letter of inquiry, the Superintendent said:
"I am told by our Public Relations Department
in Canton that this is a literal translation of a
speech by Lenin, made before the Soviet Presidium in 1919. It can be found in Volume 21, of
Lenin's collected works."
Somewhat abashed by this exposure of my
ignorance, I hurried to my university library
and secured the designated volume. Unfortunately, the quotation was not there. This may
be explained by the fact that in the English
edition of Lenin's Collected Works , Volume 21
deals only with the year 1917; while in the
Russian edition Volume 21 treats of the 19141915 period. However, a careful examination of
later volumes in both editions dealing with the
year 1919 did not turn up the quoted sentence
either.
So on February 29 I wrote again to the
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free myself for it, and spent thirteen months in
1944-45 visiting all forty-eight states. It is still
bewildering to me that no writer before me ever
thought of doing this book. The pattern of the
other Insides was available to anybody. Nor has
anybody ever tried to do what I did since. My
book is still the only state-by-state account of the
United States that exists. Its chief flaw is malproportion. It is not a well-balanced book, as
Asia was. This is because it is only a fragment,
long as it is, of what was planned as a twovolume venture. Many people got too much
<;pace, and some who belonged in it never got
into it at all because I was saving them for what
r hoped would be a second volume, Inside Washington, which I have not written.
Writing Inside U. S. A . took from J anuary
1946 till March 1947, and was done under the
pressure of acutely
"nful circumstances, my
son's long illness. Th book turned out to be
roughly two-thirds as lo
as the Bible, and was
published in May 1947.
revised edition appeared in 1952. Thousan
of visitors to the
United States still use U.S. A. sa guidebook, as
do American travelers, althoug , none of us ever
dreamed that it would perform th{s function.
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H 0 UGH Inside U. S. A. was
job, Inside Africa required a
gle. Jane Perry Gunther and I made the tr·p
between October 1952 and July 1953. I did ot
finish the writing until June 1955. The tri w ,.
fantastically onerous-also fantastically ex iting.
'"'e traveled about 40,000 miles, saw th" ty-odd
countries, and took notes of talks w· h 1,503
people. In one stretch of twenty-fiv days we
:;lept in sixteen different cities, and ever had a
mea l alone, except breakfast. Nei er the trip
nor the book could have been do e without my
wife's h elp, both in handling mos of the logistics
of the journey, a maddening ta , and in expert
:md discerning editorial scruti of my text later.
.-\!so, b y force of character, s e made me go to a
couple of places, like Ang Ia and the Hoggar
country in the Sahara, wh "ch I would otherwise
have skipped out of lazi ess or lack of interest.
One thing that slowed up the writing of Af1·ica
was that I had developed cataracts in both eyes,
but I could not dare to take time out for an
operation.
In general, on the trips Jane and I made to
Africa and Russia for Inside books (also for
Behind the Curtain in 1948 and to Japan, India,
and around the world in 1950) we had practically
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ever' moment in every town taken. Most appointments had to be made laboriously in advance by letter or telegram, a chore which we did
ourselves since we never traveled with a secretary.
It was always necessary to lay out lines ahead.
Take Nairobi. In a day we might have a
schedule which included meetings with at least
twenty people, ranging from African nationalists
to government officials to white settlers. In between there would have to be sandwiched in
time for shopping or sight-seeing or to go to the
dentist, an hour with a travel man to fix up the
safari we were planning later, telephone calls to
confirm plans or invitations, interviewers to see,
letters to write, and arrangements to make for
getting off to our next country, Uganda. Then,
a t midnight, notes to take. When the time came
to totter ont]l the Uganda plane, we were more
dead than alive. But the minute the seat belt was
t would come my brief case so that I
could glrhce through my Uganda dossier before
ed ground at Entebbe. And always there
1ending lists to make-people seen, people
to se , questions to ask-and always an infernal
bac log of memories to write down of conversati ns and impressions of countries which we had
ft behind.
In 1956 we set out for the Soviet Union to do
Inside Russia. The trip was comparatively brief
(I had been in Russia several times before); also
I had taken a strict oath, which I hope to adhere
to in the future, that I would not harass myself
by writing anything serious en route, even if this
meant starvation, and this saved us time. But if
the trip was short, the book was not. I was busy
writing it from January 1957 to March 1958urteen months. First I covered the ground in a
one-shot for Look, and then set out on the
boo itself afresh. I do not think that I have
ever ad to work with such sustained concentration or so long.
But-! asten to add-the rewards for all this
effort and ndeavor have been handsome. vVhat
I am about t put down should not be put down
by me, but let e mention two small things that
h ave pleased m Once in a distant city we met
a French diplomat who said that he had brought
only six books with im, and all six were by me.
And after publicatioTh, of one Inside, a reviewer
in the New Ym·k Times invented the word "guntherize." I must admit that I had never thought
to see myself in lower case.

[In his concluding article next month, Mr.
Gunther will discuss his methods of work-in the
field and writing at home.]
Harper's Magazine, March 1961
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Timken Company, reporting my inability to
locate the relevant passage .and asking, this time,
for "(I) the specific date of Lenin's speech, (2)
the correct volume and the page on which the
sentence appears, and (3) the sentence in the
Russian language of which the English quotation
is the literal rendering."
Two weeks passed, but there was no reply.
Tortured by this abysmal gap in my information,
and annoyed-! must confess it-by the weird
thought that perhaps Lenin had not in fact made
such a statement, I wrote once again to the
Timken Company. To help stimulate a response,
I even asked whether I was to construe the Company's silence as an admission of the fact that
Lenin had not actually made this statement.
This elicited a reply from the Manager of
Public Relations of the main (Canton, Ohio)
office of the firm. After apologizing for the delay,
he wrote (in a letter dated March 23):
Our investigations into the subject show
that while Lenin may not have said verbatim
"We shall force the United States to spend
itself to destruction," the substance of what
Lenin writes in Volumes 21 and 22 of his
Collected Works amounts to substantially the
same thing.
Thank you very much for your interest and
concern in the Timken Company's institutional advertising.
I do not now clearly recall the whole of my
reaction to this preposterous admission. I know
that I felt great relief at discovering that I had
not heretofore been guilty, even through inadvertence, of keeping from my students an essential bit of Lenin's teaching. I know, too, that I
sat for a time in numbed amazement staring at
this unapologetic statement. And I remember
wondering why corporation executives send their
sons and daughters to our colleges, and recruit
their future top personnel from those colleges,
when they so amiably intend to disregard the
primary value inculcated, or at least professed,
by the colleges: a simple respect for and observance of truth.
BUT with this correspondence in hand, the
next step was obvious. I wrote (on March 29)
to the Managing Editor of the Columbus
Dispatch, enclosing copies of the full correspondence and requesting that editor's "assurance
that in the interests of truthful journalism the
Columbus Dispatch will refuse in the future to
accept and publish this misleading advertisement."
Apart from acknowledging receipt of my letter,

"WE SHALL FORCE THE
UNITED STATES
TO SPEND ITSELF
TO DESTRUCTION"
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the Managing Editor wrote only to say that it
had been turned over to the Director of Advertising for his consideration. But the weeks,
and now the months, have gone by, and the
ensuing silence has approximated the glacial response of a bank president asked to lend money
without interest.
I attempted twice more to elicit a reply: in a
letter of April 14 to the Director of Advertising,
and again in a letter of May 4 to the Managing
Editor. I even asked in my last letter whether I
was to infer from this silence that "it is the
policy of the Columbus Dispatch to ignore the
content of its advertising." But my efforts were
futile. The editors of the newspaper were clearly
not going to repeat the blunder of the Timken
Company. Nor, it would seem, did they mean to
go on record as condemning or abandoning the
Timken Roller Bearing Company's political advertisements.
So, in these practices of a free industrial enterprise and a free press, we are brought once again
to the ancient questions: whether it is truth, or
falsehood, that will make men free; and whether
it profiteth a man to m a ke money if in the
process he loses his soul. But this, of course, is
to assume that corporation executives and newspaper editors have, or concern themselves with
souls. And this may well be the largest question
of all.
Harper's
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